Abstract. We consider polynomials P in additive functions gi,... ,g m and present two approaches for a characterization of those generalized polynomials p, which may be
Introduction
In [PS] the authors discussed the connections between generalized polynomials p of degree < n defined on a vector space V over Q taking values in a vector space W over Q and (symmetric) functions / : V n W which have the Jensen property in each variable. It has been shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the space V n (V,W) of all generalized polynomials p: V -> W of degree < n and the space of all symmetric functions / : V n -> W which are Jensen in each variable.
There is a subclass "P*(V, W) of V n (V, W) which is of special importance (see, for example [Sz] ). This class, the space of all polynomials in additive functions (of degree < n) is defined by K(v,w) where N G N, m\,m2,..., tun € No, mi < n for 1 < i < N, ai, 02,..., a^r € IT and where all gf : V -> Q are additive. In general V*(V, W) C 7> n (V, W) ( [RS] ).
The starting point of our considerations has been a question asked by Ludwig Reich [R] about a characterization of polynomials in additive functions by their corresponding multi-Jensen functions. In the course of our treatment it turned out, that it is helpful to direct one's attention in the first place to certain problems concerning general properties of polynomials in additive functions. Assuming that G is an abelian group, K a field with characteristic zero and V a vector space over K, we consider map- (hi,..., h n ) and the problem of minimality of m are investigated. Moreover, a characterization of functions p being a polynomial in additive functions in terms of the dimension of CK (P(G) ) and compositions pop with <p € V* is given.
Section 3 contains a characterization of generalized polynomials both p : G -> K as well as p : G V, K not necessarily algebraically closed, admitting a representation p = P o (gi,..., g m ) , by translation invariant subspaces of the vector space of all generalized polynomials with values in K or V, respectively. Characterizing in this way, the translation equation is involved crucially. For that reason a former result on diagonalization of homomorphisms G -> Gl n (K) and on the form of their entries as exponential polynomials has to be generalized to the considered case of arbitrary fields K of characteristic zero.
In Section 4 we give characterizations of generalized polynomials p : V -> W, V, W being Q-vector spaces, admitting a representation p = P o (gii • • • ,9m) , by specifying the structure of their corresponding multi-Jensen functions. Moreover, an example of a generalized polynomial which is not a polynomial in additive functions is analyzed in detail.
In our approach generalized polynomials are considered as polynomial functions. An algebraic view on generalized polynomials as elements of a certain polynomial ring may be found in [H] ,
Polynomials in additive functions defined on abelian groups
In [RS] mainly such polynomials in additive functions have been considered which are defined on C and which take values in C. Here we want to generalize this concept. Moreover we will investigate the question to what extent the representations of polynomials in additive functions are unique.
We start with a field K of characteristic 0 and an abelian group G. (In some situations it would be enough to suppose that the number of elements of K is not too small.) Homomorphisms g: G -> K will be called additive. If V is a vector space over K and m G N, a function P: K m -• V is called a polynomial (function) if there is a family (a");,gN™ of elements a" G V such that all a" = 0 with at most finitely many exceptions and such that We denote the set of all these polynomial functions by Q(K m ,V). Obviously this set is a vector space over K.
One also can easily verify that for given Qi, Q 2) ..., Q m G Q(RP, K) the function P* :
We call p : G V a polynomial in additive functions if there are some additive functions g\, g 2 ,.. •, g m G -> K and if there is some
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 1 of [RS] . 
1=1
for all x = (xi,..., xn),a = (ai,..., an) G K n . 
Proof

1=1
where Qj(xi,... ,x n ,ai,.. ,,a") := QJ(xi,..., x", ai,..., a") • xn for I < n and where Qn(x 1,... , xn, a 1,..., <2 n ) -a^1 , X n , di,..., a n )-x n .
• LEMMA 2. For every P G Q(K n , V) and every m <n there are polynomials
for all xi,.. .,xn,am+i, ...,aneK. Proof. Given P we may write ---,xn,am+i,...,an)-(xi-at) l=m+1 for all // G M. Inserting (3) into (2) we get (1) if we use
and, for I = m + 1,..., n, Proof. Put, for arbitrary y G G, X{ := gi(y). Then (6) implies (5) We also note that any polynomial p = P o (gi, g2,... ,gn) in additive functions 31,32, • • • ,g n may be written as a polynomial in m (< n) linearly independent additive functions hi, /i2, • • •, h m (which may be chosen to be a base of the space generated by the gi).
If the number n of additive functions in a representation p-Po(gi,..., gn) is minimal, we can describe all representations as a polynomial in n additive functions. Proof. Since p is not constant, the number n must be at least 1. Obviously also 31 0 when n = 1. Suppose n > 1. If, say, g n were a linear combination of 31,... ,3n-i, 3n = E"=i X U l9u then p = Q* o (31,.. .,gn-i) with Q* G and gi,...,g n , hi,..., h n are additive functions from G to K (and n minimal) . Hence, by the first part of the proof, both gi,... ,g n and hi,... ,h n are linearly independent. Thus it is enough to show that {hi,... ,h n } C Ck ({51,... ,g n }), the vector space generated by gi,... ,g n . Assume that this is not true. Then the dimension of W :-Ck ({gi, • • •, hi,..., h n }) must be greater than n. By standard arguments of Linear Algebra (and by renumbering the hi if necessary) we may assume that the vectors gi,... ,g n , hi,..., hk form a basis for W for some 1 < k < n. Let hj = u ji9i + Vjihi for j = k + 1,..., n. We also may assume that all Vji vanish. This always can be achieved by using hj := hj -Yli=i v jihii k + 1 < j < n, for k + 1 < j < n. Theorem 2 then implies the existence of polynomials
,Rn E Q(K 2n , V) such that for all £1,..., x n , yi,..., y n G K. If we let xi,..., x n , yi,..., y^ be arbitrary and if we put yj := J2?=i u ji x l for j > k equation (7) 
1=1 1=1
Since hj = Yl?=i u jlSl for A; + 1 < j < n we conclude
9n(t)) = Q(h k+ i{t),h n (t)), t € G.
But then p = Qo(^+ 1) ..., h n ). Since k > 0 this contradicts the minimality of n.
• 
a EV the function p: G -> V defined by p(t) := gi(t)g2(t).. .g n (t)a has the desired property.
Proof. Suppose p = P o (hi,..., h m ) with m additive functions hi, P E Q(K m , V) and suppose also that m is minimal. Assume m < n. m must be greater than 0 since p cannot be constant (Theorem 1). hi,..., h m are linearly independent by Theorem 3. Let hi,..., h m ,gi,... ,gk be a basis of W := Cx ({hi,..., hm, gi,..., g n }) .
.., h m , gi, ••• ,gk and to the polynomial Q defined by
One may ask about a method to find, for a given polynomial p in additive functions, a representation as a polynomial in a minimal number of additive functions. A partial result related to this question is contained in the following theorem. were greater than 0, we would be able to write hi = u ljhj + v n9n
I > k. As in the proof of Theorem 3 we may even assume that all uij vanish. 
mapping p: G -• V is a polynomial in additive functions if and only if the subspace CK{P{G)) of V generated by the image of p is of finite dimension and if </ ? o p: G -> K is a polynomial in additive functions for all if € F* := Uom K (V, K).
Proof. Assume that p: G -* V is a polynomial in additive functions
where
On the other hand, let {&i,... ,b m } be a basis of CK{P{G)) and let B be a basis of V containing the m linearly independent vectors b\,... ,b m .
By assumption all pi are polynomials in additive functions. This implies that p = ^pfii is a polynomial in additive functions, too.
• Given a polynomial in additive functions, the question of finding representations as a polynomial in a minimal number of additive functions has a purely algebraic component. It has been pointed out in [Le] Proof. There are ¿^...¿"j G K, such that Then P is a polynomial of degree < d and it remains to show that P is satisfying (10). Moreover, by (9) we have q T ii -0, i = 1,..., n -m, as well as q T li = q T BA£i = 0. It follows qJC = q T C and therefore q = q, which together with Q(0) = Q(0) implies Q = Q.
Suppose there are anm',a polynomial P' G K [xi,..., xm>] and m! linear mappings ¡p^ : K n -> K, such that P'o (<^'1,..., <p'm, Indeed, this polynomial is satisfying P(yi + 2/3, 2/2 + \yz + \VA) = Q(yi,y2, 2/3, 2/4) for all (1/1,2/2,1/3,2/4) G K 4 -
Polynomials in additive functions and their characterization by translation invariant subspaces
The aim of this section is to generalize and to sharpen the main result, Theorem 12, of [RS, section 7] . Since there are many misprints in this paper we allow ourselves also to repeat some arguments from there.
Given .. ,p n as above this homogeneous components p, of degree i in p are uniquely determined by p. Thus for 0 ^ p E V(G, V) the degree of p, dp := max{i | pi ^ 0}, is well-defined.
For functions p: G V and y E G the translate T y p: G -> V is defined by translation in the argument: (T y p)(x) := p(x + y). As in [RS] it is seen easily that V n {G,V) and V*(G,V) = V*(G, V) D V n [G,V) are invariant under T y for all y. If 0 ^ p E V(G, V)
we also have dT y p = dp. More 
exactly, given p = p n + q G V{G, V) with 0 / pn homogeneous of degree n and q E V n -i (G, V) the translate T y p is of the form T y p = p n + q y with some q y E V n -i (G, V).
Theorem 12 of [RS] is the special case with an algebraically closed field K of the following result.
THEOREM 8. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, not necessarily algebraically closed. Let p E V(G,K). Then p E V*(G,K) if and only if the subspace T(p) := Ck {{T y p | y E G}) ofV{G, K) generated by all translates T y p of p is of finite dimension.
To prove this theorem we first provide certain preparatory results. Dividing by ir n +i we get n (12) q = 52**9» i=i where q = pn+1, qi = ~Pi for 1 < i < n, and n* := iTi/nn+i.
Note that ,..., 7r* are n distinct exponential functions, all 0,1. To apply the induction hypothesis it is enough to show that q = 0. If q 7^ 0 we may choose q such that (12) holds and that m := dq is minimal. But (12) implies 
i. e., A{x + y) = A(x)A(y) for all x € G. Assume that the characteristic polynomial XA(x) splits over K for all x € G.
Then there is some S G Gln(K) such that B: G -> Gln(/iT) defined by B(x)
:
Proof. Consider the family (A(x))xeG of matrices in Mn(K). By
A(x)A(y) -A(x + y) = A(y + x) = A(y)A(x)
any two members of this family commute.
Inspecting the proof of Theorem 7 in ( [J, p. 134] ) one observes that the hypothesis made there, namely that K be algebraically closed, may be replaced by the (weaker) assumption that all XA(X) split over K without violating the conclusion of this theorem.
Thus we may find some S G Gln (K) such that 
Q(x) + Ci(y) = £(B*(x)) + £(B*(y)) = I ((^ + B*{x)){Ei + B*(y)) -EJ
Since, for formal series, exp(£(X)) = 1 + X and since all C\(x) are lower triangular and nilpotent we infer that exp (Ci{x) 
V*{G, K).
of the pj, (-x) ) that
This together with
A:G-+G\n(K). _
Let K be any extension of K such that all XA(X) split over K. By Lemma 5 we may find some S G Gl n (A') such that B : G
has the properties described in Lemma 5 (with K instead of K). By this lemma and its corollary, Corollary 2, we see that ( 0 )-Inserting here the specific form of the a\j shows that p = Ei=i n*qi with certain
In this representation one of the nf has to be identical 1. Otherwise we would write • S and (13) Br(x) ) and since the Bi(x) are lower triangular matrices with 777(2) as entries along the main diagonal we recognize that T x u Jl = 7ri(x)ujl for I = 1, 2,... i. e., s ikPk = 0-This is a linear relation for the pk over K. Thus
This implies = tt2 = ... = 7i> = 1, since by Lemma 4 only the exponential functions 0 and 1 are polynomials.
But then all XA(X) already split over K. Thus we may choose K = K which finally gives the desired result.
• We can even prove more. 
Polynomials in additive functions and multi-Jensen functions
Assuming that V and W are Q-vecor spaces, this section deals with another characterization of the elements of V*iy, W) C V{V, W). For n G N let $n '
• V -> V n be the diagonalization mapping, which assigns to x G V the vector (x,..., x) G V n with x in each component. In [PS] it has been shown that for every symmetric n-Jensen function / : V n -> W the diagonalization p := / o 6 n is an element of V n {V, W) and that for every p G V n (V, W) there exists a uniquely determined symmetric n-Jensen function / : V n -> W, such that p = / o S n . This one-to-one correspondence will be utilized now for that characterization. 
i=i j=i
Proof. Suppose that the generalized polynomial has a representation p -P o (51,... ,gm) with additive functions gi and let / : V n -> W be the nJensen function defined by (14) and (15), satisfying p = / o 5 n by Lemma 6. We are going to transform the products of the additive functions appearing in (15), where, in dependence upon kj, a specific gj may appear repeatedly or even not at all, into a product of n Jensen functions, where each of them appears exactly once. For that let S = 0 or S = {ji,..., j,} C {1,..., n} =: n, let k\ + • • • + k m = i be a partition of % = l^l and take a j G n. In case j G S there is an £ G i, such that j = je and we define Proof. The proof is by induction on m. Observing gi ^ 0, there is a b\ E B such that gi(bi) ^ 0, hence the assertion is true in case m -1. Suppose that there are b\,..., 6 m _i E B, such that
The functions gi,... ,g m are linearly independent, so there is an x E V such
We will derive a contradiction to (A) in two ways, firstly by a result of Section 3 and secondly using results of Section 2 and of the present section. for all r € Q, we also have P(gi(rx),... ,g m (rx)) = r n P(gi(x), ...,g m (x)), therefore the degree of P has to be n. 
